Children's book publishing is one of the most specialized publishing genres—and one of the most difficult to break into. And what's more, authors and illustrators today don't just want to know how to write or illustrate picture books—they want to know how to become the next J. K. Rowling! With the success of mega-hits such as the Harry Potter series, along with the visual appeal of picture books, authors and illustrators are clamoring to get involved and often get bogged down in an unfamiliar world of submissions, editors, agents, contracts, and marketing.

Don't get caught up in all the confusion! Pick up The Complete Idiot's Guide® to Publishing Children's Books, Third Edition, and you'll have all the essentials for children's book success in the palm of your hands.

In this fully revised, comprehensive guide, children's book editor and authority Harold Underdown provides potential authors and illustrators with tips, inside information, and detailed instructions on everything from how to format a manuscript to how to get an agent or artists' rep. Detailing the differences and intricacies among picture books, middle grade fiction, nonfiction, and young adult novels, this book also covers finding a publisher, revision, and promotion—all essential facets of children's book publishing today.

The third edition features additional information including:

- New chapters on writing guides and self-publishing
- More coverage on agents and artists reps
- Sample queries and proposals

For more information and sample chapters, visit the author's website at underdown.org/cig.htm
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